Online Teaching

A POSTDOC CAREER SKILLS WORKSHOP

This workshop speaks to the specific educational benefits of online learning, addresses the differences between online courses and face-to-face courses, and provides practical suggestions for developing online classes.

Institutions of higher education increasingly embrace online education, with 67 percent of chief academic officers now calling online education critical to their institution's long-term strategy. Growth of enrollment for online education was 10 percent in the past year, continues to surpass the growth of enrollment for traditional higher education.

Leonard Koff has taught both online and face-to-face courses for UCLA Extension each quarter for over 10 years, including Comparative Literature’s several-part humanities sequence: Western literature from antiquity to the twentieth century, and World literature from Latin America, Africa, and Asia. Moreover, Koff has lectured on distance learning in this country and abroad. He is a recipient of the “Distinguished Instructor” award from UCLA Extension.

Koff is an Associate of the UCLA Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies and has degrees from Columbia and Berkeley. He has written numerous publications including Chaucer and the Art of Storytelling (Univ. of Calif. Press). Koff is the co-editor of a volume in the Brill Presenting the Past series, called “Mobs.” His most recent work is forthcoming in two MLA collections, Approaches to Teaching the Poetry of John Gower and Approaches to Teaching the Canterbury Tales.

January 26
4:00-5:30 PM
Bunche Hall 6275

Space is limited!
You must register:

RSVP
http://onlineteaching.eventbrite.com

SPEAKER:
Leonard Koff
Instructor, UCLA Extension

The PhD Career Training Series Presents

Online Teaching

The PhD Career Planning Series is a collaborative project of:
• The Office of Postdoctoral and Visiting Scholar Services, UCLA Graduate Division
• The California NanoSystems Institute (CNSI)
• The Society of Postdoctoral Scholars at UCLA
• David Geffen School of Medicine, Office of Graduate Students and Postdoctoral Scholars